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Abstract 
 
The Variable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket (or VASIMR) experiment for rocket 
propulsion seeks to accomplish plasma generation and heating by means of plasma waves. 
This would be a huge advantage in comparison to other, traditional, plasma rockets - which 
usually use electrode based generation and heating - as no electrode erosion problems would 
occur.  
Because the specific impulse of VASIMR can be modulated at constant thrust, it can be seen 
as working in a way not dissimilar to the transmission of an ordinary car. When travelling at a 
“high gear” (high specific impulse), the propellant consumption will be low, while “low gear” 
(low specific impulse) would lead to a higher propellant consumption.  
The creation of an effective plasma based rocket system is important for future exploration of 
space, because this transmission like property gives the vessel the possibility of shorter transit 
times as well as higher payload capability, since travelling at high specific impulse would lead 
to a need for less space for propellant storage.  
Based on previous experimental data, gained from studies on the engine prototype at NASA 
in Houston, Texas, USA during the month of May, in 2005, it was the goal of this master 
thesis to, among other things, analyse the Poynting flux after the main stages of the rocket 
have been passed. This could yield possible information about the energy transferred into ion 
motion, as opposed to energy carried by the EM-waves.  
It is discovered in this thesis, that possible capacitive pickup could have distorted the 
measurements to the point that they are no longer trustworthy, possibly due to the high 
amounts of power utilized in the VASIMR experiment.  
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INTRODUCTION TO VASIMR 

1. Introduction to VASIMR 
 
1.1. Basic background and history 
 
In a not too distant future, manned travel to Mars will cease to be speculation, and turn into 
reality. When this happens conventional chemical rockets will not be a viable option for the 
vessels that will ultimately bring us there.  
Due to the very low thermal velocity of chemical rocket propellants, chemical rockets must 
use short bursts of very large amounts of propellant early on in the journey to accelerate the 
vessel, after which inertia must be allowed to do the rest, sending the vessel into a ballistic 
trajectory. This leaves little room for manoeuvring the vessel near the beginning and end of 
the journey, and no real option of aborting the mission. Since chemical rockets need large 
amounts of propellant for the initial burst, the maximum payload of a chemical rocket is also 
severely limited.  
A rocket using constant thrust, and with a variable specific impulse, does not have any of the 
aforementioned problems.  
Thrust, as a function of specific impulse, Isp, and ejected mass, dm/dt, is given by:  

     
dt
dmIT sp=  

If the thrust is held constant, this means that, much like in the transmission for a car, shifting 
into “low gear” (low specific impulse) will lead to a higher rate of propellant consumption, 
while “high gear” (high specific impulse) leads to a lower rate of propellant consumption. 
Keeping the vessel at high specific impulse for most of the journey will remove the need to 
store large amounts of propellant on our vessel.  
Continuous thrust and variable specific impulse will lead to readily decreased transit times, 
which means a shorter time of exposure to radiation and weightlessness for the crew.  
A project with the goal of developing a rocket of this type was started by Dr. Franklin Chang 
Díaz in the late 70s and for most of the time has been under development at the Advanced 
Space Propulsion Laboratory (ASPL) at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. This 
rocket is VASIMR.    
 
1.2. The layout of VASIMR 
 
VASIMR is a system with three main sections, consisting of the helicon plasma source, the 
ion cyclotron resonance heating section, and the magnetic nozzle.  
 

 
Figure 1.1. Schematic of the VASIMR rocket engine, illustration from [4, p3] 
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INTRODUCTION TO VASIMR 

 
1.3. Helicon plasma source 
 
Electrode based systems have problems with erosion of the electrodes, effecting the lifetime 
of the system. To avoid this problem, the VASIMR rocket utilizes an electrodeless system 
based on a helicon source.  
A helicon antenna generates a radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic wave, after which the 
RF-power is absorbed by the propellant (in our case deuterium gas), generating a discharge, 
followed by ionization and thus creation of the plasma.  
The plasma created by the helicon source will then travel downstream along the magnetic 
field, towards the ion cyclotron heating section, where the majority of plasma energy is added 
by ion cyclotron resonance heating .    
 
1.4. Ion cyclotron resonance heating section 
 
In order to heat up the plasma, the plasma wave energy from VASIMRs ICRH antenna is 
converted into gyro motion of the ions. This process is what is known as ion cyclotron 
resonance heating (ICRH).  
 
For the measurements discussed in this thesis, the ICRH launches an ion cyclotron wave at 
the second harmonic. The antenna excites a magnetoacoustic wave that is mode converted in 
the second harmonic resonance layer, into an ion Bernstein wave.  
Fundamental harmonic ICRH has been used in previous experiments, but in both 
fundamental, as well as second harmonic ICRH, the absorption of the wave occurs when the 
wave frequency satisfies the relation: 

||||ωω kn i +Ω=                      (1.1) 
where the wave frequency is ω and the ion cyclotron frequency is iΩ .  
 
1.5. Magnetic nozzle section 
 
When the ions have absorbed a sufficient amount of energy they will follow the magnetic 
field downstream and into the magnetic nozzle section.  
The strong divergence in the magnetic field in this section forces the energy stored in 
perpendicular motions of the ions to be translated into parallel kinetic energy.  
To see why this is so, one has to consider that the ion magnetic moment (an adiabatic 
invariant), as well as the sum of the perpendicular and parallel energy of the ions is 
conserved.  
The ion magnetic moment is:  
     Bvmi 22

⊥=μ  
and is directly proportional to the kinetic energy given by the perpendicular motion of the 
ions, and inversely proportional to the magnitude of the magnetic field. This means that a 
decrease in the magnitude of the magnetic field – such as when the field diverges – 
necessarily leads to a decrease in the perpendicular kinetic energy by the same factor, if the 
ion magnetic moment is to be conserved.  
Since the total energy is conserved, and perpendicular energy decreases, the parallel kinetic 
energy must increase.   
 
1.6. Magnetic field configuration 
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INTRODUCTION TO VASIMR 

 
In order to keep the plasma contained perpendicularly within the engine, four electromagnets 
generate a magnetic field, and the magnetic profile can be modified by variation of the 
different currents of said electromagnets.  
 

 
Figure 1.2. Magnetic field profile, BB0(z) 
 
The peak seen in the magnetic field profile,  (figure 1.2) corresponds to a magnetic 
mirror that separates the helicon discharge from the ICRH stage.  

)(0 zB

The windows wherein measurements for this thesis were taken are located at z = 1.528 m, and 
z = 1.791 m, both well downstream from the magnetic nozzle section, with the magnetic field 
in these locations corresponding to 0.1404 T, and 0.024 T respectively. 
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THEORY 

2. Theory 
 
2.1. Geometry 
 
The geometry of VASIMR lends itself to the use of a cylindrical coordinate system (but a 
Cartesian coordinate system could easily have been used instead), which will also be used in 
this thesis.  
It can be assumed that the variation of the magnetic field in the azimuthal direction can be 
neglected. This means that the magnetic field should be viewed as a function of r and z.  
 
2.2. Lower hybrid resonance frequency and slow and fast modes 
 
The lower hybrid resonance frequency, LHω , is given by [2, p.29] 

eipiiLH ΩΩ
+

+Ω
=

111
222 ωω

                 (2.1) 

where LHω  is the lower hybrid frequency, iii mBq 0||=Ω  is the ion cyclotron frequency,  

ee meB0=Ω  is the electron cyclotron frequency, and )(|| ioiipi mnq εω =  is the ion 
plasma frequency. Using microwave density interferometry (3.1.2) we get the electron plasma 
density, ne = 14x1016 m-3 (with BB0 = 0.1404 T), and knowing that we are working with what 
can be considered a fully ionized plasma of only one species of ions, namely deuterium gas 
ions, the electron plasma density will equal the ion plasma density, and the lower hybrid 
frequency is calculable, and is:  

=LHf 29.8 MHz.  
This is higher than the ICRH frequency (3.6 MHz), the helicon frequency (13.54 MHz), and 
its second harmonic.  
 
Near the lower hybrid frequency, there are two solutions (one fast and one slow) to the 
dispersion equation for fixed  (motivated here by the radial confinement of the plasma). 
Assuming the cold plasma model can be applied, we can derive the fast and slow wave modes 
through the dispersion relation, given by [2, p98-99] 

⊥n

02
||

4
|| =+− cbnan                    (2.2) 

Pa = , ,  SPnPSb 2)( 2 −+= ⊥
42)( ⊥⊥ ++−= SnnPSRLPRLc

 
where S, P, R and L are the plasma model parameters for a collisionless, cold plasma, and are 
given by 

∑ Ω+
−=

α αα

α

ωω
ω

ω
))sgn((

1)(
2

q
R p , ∑ Ω−

−=
α αα

α

ωω
ω

ω
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1)(
2

q
L p   (2.3) 

)]()([
2
1)( ωωω LRS +=                  (2.4) 

∑−=
α

α

ω
ω

ω 2

2

1)( pP                    (2.5) 

where 
α

α
αα ε

ω
m

n
qp

0

||= , and 
α

α
α m

Bq 0||
=Ω , and the subscriptα denotes the species of ion.  
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THEORY 

Solving (3.2) for  we get the solutions corresponding to the fast and slow modes: 2
||n

a
dbn f 2

2
||,

−
= , 

a
dbn s 2

2
||,

+
= ,            (2.6) acbd 422 −=

 
The solutions are illustrated in the figure (figure 2.1) below.  
 

 
Figure 2.1. Squared parallel refractive index for fast (red) and slow (blue) modes at =ω  13.56 MHz (left), and 
=ω 27.12 MHz (right).  

 
Looking at the figure 2.1 we can conclude that the fast mode propagates both for the 
fundamental and second harmonic of the helicon frequency.  
Because we see that the fast mode does not change considerably with the change of density 
we may expect that the difference, between signals measured with and without ICRH on, be 
small (and this is observed).  
 
2.3.Wave polarization  
 
Given a known perpendicular and parallel refractive index, the wave polarization of the 
transverse electric fields is given by [2, p146]:  

A
Ann

E
iE

H i

y

x −+Ω
−=≡ ⊥

2
||

2

ω
                (2.7) 

 
where )( 22 ω−ΩΩ= iiA , MHz, is the ion cyclotron frequency, and 24.0=Ω i ω is the 
frequency we wish to look at. In this case the helicon frequency, 56.13=ω MHz, and its 
second harmonic are the most interesting to look at.  
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THEORY 

 
Figure 2.2. Wave polarization for fast (red) and slow (blue) modes at =ω  13.56 MHz (left), and =ω 27.12 
MHz (right).  
 
As can be clearly seen, 0>yx EiE  everywhere for the fast mode and the slow mode 
respectively, meaning it has right handed polarization everywhere.  
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MEASUREMENTS PERFORMED ON VASIMR 

3. Measurements performed on VASIMR.  
 
3.1. The Probes 
 
Several different probes were used during the measurements. They were an E-field probe, two 
Poynting vector probes for measuring the contribution to the z-component of the Poynting 
flux given by the  and  field component, and the  and  field components 
respectively, and a combined probe for measuring the z-component of the Poynting flux given 
by both of these combined. In this thesis, however, only the data from /  and /  
probes will be discussed.  

rE ϕB ϕE rB

rE ϕB ϕE rB

 

 
Figure 3.1. Probe photographs 
Left photograph: One of the Poynting probes used in this thesis. 
Right: All of the different probes used for the different measurements. From left to right and top to down, they 
are: The combined probe, the two Poynting probes, a probe for simultaneous measurements of E-field 
components, and a probe for measurement of one E-field component.   
Photographs by Nils Brenning.  
 
3.1.1. Probe field measurements 
 

 
Figure 3.2. Schematic image of a Poynting probe, with pins and magnetic loop marked. A1, and A2 denote the 
area enclosed by the pins and the loop respectively.  
 
Measuring the Poynting vector can, of course, not be done directly. Rather, the electric 
potentials difference corresponding to the E-field, and B-field components have to be 
measured. In Figure 3.2, we can see a very simple schematic image representing the Poynting 
probes.  
The electric potential between the pins marked in the figure is designated V1, and the electric 
potential measured by the magnetic loop is designated V2.  
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MEASUREMENTS PERFORMED ON VASIMR 

The time derivative of the magnetic field can be derived from the integral form of Faraday’s 
law, and assuming that the magnetic loop is small enough that the magnetic field does not 
vary noticeably over the area the loop takes up we yield: 

 
dttdBAtV )()( 222 −=                  (3.1) 

 
The electric field, had the length of the pins, L1, been zero, would be given by:  
 

111 )()( dtEtV −=                   (3.2) 
 
where d1 is the distance between the pins. But in this case L1 > 0, and there will therefore be 
an induced electric potential between the two pins due to the magnetic flux through the area, 
A1, in Figure 4.2.  If we can assume the dimensions of the probe are sufficiently small, we can 
assume that the magnetic flux through A1 is the same as the magnetic flux through A2, in 
which case, after taking the magnetic flux into consideration we get: 
 

)()()()( 221111 tVAAdtEtV +−=           (3.3) 
 
Now, assuming once again that the dimensions of the probe are sufficiently small, then the 
electric field, and time derivative of the magnetic field in the point of measurement is given 
by  and  respectively.  )(1 tE dttdB /)(2

It is important to note that it is in no way obvious that the dimensions are indeed sufficiently 
small, and this needs to be confirmed.   
 

 
Figure 3.3. Comparison of the helicon frequency components of (3.2) and (3.3) in a single measured shot. 
 
As can be seen in figure 3.3, the difference between the results of (3.2) and (3.3) in this 
particular shot is noticeable, but not dominating. It seems fairly safe to assume the dimensions 
of the probe are sufficiently small. It is also worth noting, that not only the dimensions of the 
probe, but also the voltage representing the magnetic flux measured by the loop effects the 
difference between (3.2) and (3.3). As a result, higher fluxes to be measured demand smaller, 
more compact probes.  
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MEASUREMENTS PERFORMED ON VASIMR 

3.1.2. Electron density 
 
In order to measure the approximate electron plasma density, a microwave density 
interferometer has been used.  
Consider, if you will, a split microwave, the first beam being led through a plasma, while the 
other goes the same distance, but through a vacuum.  
The phase difference between these two beams is given by [3, p98-99]:  

∫ −=Δ
L

dl
c

N
0

)1( ωφ                    (3.4) 

If the magnetic field is negligible, then the squared refractive index can be written as: 

 
c

ep

n
n

N −=−= 11 2

2
2

ω
ω

                  (3.5) 

where  is known as the cutoff density, and is given by cn

2
0

2

e
m

n e
c

εω
=                      (3.6) 

Now, if  then the first order McLaurin expansion of N: ce nn <<

c

e

n
n

N
2

1−=                      (3.7) 

can be used, and plugging in  the phase shift given by (3.4) is reduced to: cn

∫=Δ
L

e
e

dln
cm

e
0

0

2

2 εω
φ                   (3.8) 

 
Finally, assuming a rectangular electron distribution along the path of the beam passing 
through the plasma, and solving for  we yield: en

φ
εωφ

Δ⋅≈
Δ

= 17
2

0 1050
2

x
Le

cm
n e

e m-3.             (3.9) 

 

 
Figure 3.4. As the ICRH antenna  is turned on, the electron density drops sharply.   
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MEASUREMENTS PERFORMED ON VASIMR 

 
Figure 3.4 shows what happens to the electron density as the ICRH antenna is turned on.  
To understand what happens, we recollect (Section 1.4) that the function of the ICRH antenna 
is to deploy power into the plasma, the result of which is an increase in the parallel kinetic 
energy of charged particles. We note that the electron flux, neve, is must be conserved (as it is 
limited by the continuity equation), which leads to the conclusion that the electron density, ne, 
must be inversely proportional to the electron velocity, ve. This in turn leads us to the 
conclusion that an increase in electron velocity necessarily leads to a decrease in the electron 
density, which is what we observe. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

4. Data analysis 
 
The relationships derived for E and B fields respectively in (3), as they depend upon 
measured potentials, are ideal. However, potentials measured don’t necessarily have to 
represent the very ideal potentials we’ve previously assumed. The signal intended to be 
measured can (and will) be distorted by the measuring equipment, and for these particular 
probes capacitive pickup can also be a serious problem. In this section the author will attempt 
to describe the potential problems, and how these can be solved.  
 
4.1. Correcting for circuit signal distortion 
 
Compensating for distortion created by our measuring circuits is done by circuit analysis. 
Using a circuit analyser, we can yield data about how a signal of a given frequency and 
amplitude will be effected by the circuits. Such circuit analysis has been performed.  
The circuit analyser, however, is limited in the range of frequencies it can perform tests for, 
and therefore we cannot correct for all frequencies unless we extrapolate the information 
given by the analysis.  
 
4.1.1. Circuit information and extrapolation 
 

 
Figure 4.1. Circuit analysis data showing frequency versus phase difference for the  probe. EϕBEr / r correction 

to the left, and correction to the right.  ϕB
 
Figure 4.1. shows us frequency versus phase difference in circuit analysis of the probe. 
We see that an approximate linear relationship appears, probably connected to the length of 
the cable attached to the probe. A reasonable assumption if we want to be able to perform any 
form of extrapolation beyond the range of frequencies would be that the linear relationship 
will continue. The linear relationship is not as clear for the measurements for the radial 
electric field (Part (1) in figure 4.1) as they are for the time derivative of the azimuthal 
magnetic field (Part (2) in figure 4.1), but since no other obvious relationship seems to appear, 
a linear extrapolation will have to do.  

ϕBEr /
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DATA ANALYSIS 

 
Figure 4.2. Circuit analysis data showing frequency versus amplitude difference in decibels for the  

probe. E
ϕBEr /

r correction to the left, and  correction to the right.  ϕB
 
Looking at figure 4.2 we see frequency versus the difference in amplitude measured, given in 
decibels. We know that there are transformers, scaling the signal down by a factor of 15 in 
order to minimize the perturbation the probes would cause in the plasma. This means, that 
ideally, we expect the difference in amplitude in decibels to reach the value of -20log10(15). 
At low frequencies we also expect this behaviour to appear with our circuits, but this is not 
the case in part (2) of figure 4.2, as can be clearly seen. This perceived difference between 
expected result and actual result could be due to the measuring apparatus using dual 
capacitors on the ends. In lieu of any information of what this perceived difference between 
measurement and expected result we will have to simply correct the measurement, and 
assume it should be ideal. In this case we do so by setting the value to -20log10(15) outside of 
the measuring range (60-200 MHz).  
 
4.2. Capacitive pickup, and the unbalanced magnetic loop probe 
 
A problem well known in using magnetic loop probes on radio frequency generated plasmas, 
such as the one in VASIMR, is the coupling to electrostatic potential fluctuations, the so 
called capacitive pickup.  
 

 
Figure 4.3. The magnetic loop couples capacitively to electrostatic potential fluctuations in the plasma  
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DATA ANALYSIS 

Because the probe type we used is unbalanced, this means that it has no means of rejecting 
such a capacitive pickup. However, one scheme for rejection of capacitive pickup makes use 
of the fact that a 180 degree rotation of the probe ideally would measure the exact same 
signal, Videal, but with a change in sign. However, any electrostatic disturbance, Vdist would 
remain unchanged in terms of sign.  
This means an unrotated probe would measure the quantity Videal +Vdist, while one rotated 180 
degrees would measure Vdist – Videal.  
By connecting a subtractor to the end of the probe we could therefore eliminate the capacitive 
pickup, and yield 2Videal. Such a subtractor, however, is not used for the probes used during 
the measurements dealt with in this thesis.  
 
As part of a series of measurements meant to test for different types of disturbances, however, 
one measurement was taken where the probe was rotated 180 degrees, which makes it 
possible to perform a comparison of the signals measured with a rotated and non-rotated 
probe respectively.  
We have to note, however, that the dimensions of the probe may not be negligible, when 
performing a rotation of said probe. What this would effectively mean, is that measurements 
of the rotated and non-rotated probe respectively could not be seen to be made in the same 
place in the plasma.  
However, using the fact that the probe also measures the E-field component, which ideally 
should not change when the probe is rotated, and assuming that kz is small, we can use the E-
field as a phase-normal.  
 

 
Figure 4.4. Change in phase differential between V1 and V2 for the helicon frequency and its second harmonic 
respectively when the probe is rotated 180 degrees.  
 
As is illustrated by figure 4.4 we can see that there is a definite change in the phase 
differential between V1 and V2. This change in phase differential, ideally, should be 180 
degrees; however, we can clearly see it is not even close both for the helicon frequency and 
for its second harmonic. If we assume this to be the result of capacitive pickup we should be 
able to get a clear look at the size of said pickup in comparison to the idea V2 signal. We 
simply subtract the phase of V1 from both measured V2 phases. After which subtracting the 
two V2 signals from eachother and dividing by two should yield us the ideal V2.  
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DATA ANALYSIS 

 
Figure 4.5.The disturbance due to capacitive pickup (blue) and the ideal signal (red).  
 
As we can see in Figure 4.5 the part of the measured signal that is made up of the capacitive 
pickup dominates the part corresponding to the ideal signal, forcing us to conclude that the 
measurements done by the magnetic loop in this probe are, at best, questionable.  
 
4.3. Phase differential and Poynting flux 
 
Had the measured signals been reliable, we would expect to be able to get information about 
the Poynting flux through or Poynting vector probes. By numerically integrating the dB/dt 
measurements, we would be able to calculate the Poynting flux. 
If we filter out the sine-shaped parts of this flux, and if the remaining part is relatively 
constant, we can assume that this will give a constant contribution to the energy flux, and a 
roughly approximate value in terms of watts can be calculated.  
If we assume that the filtered Poynting flux can be seen as approximately constant, and since 
a series of measurements corresponding to a radial scan was made, we could illustrate the part 
of the flux that has an impact over time as a function of radial distance to the plasma centre.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

5. Conclusions 
 
5.1. Wave properties 
 
The waves are found to be right handed polarized, while the lower hybrid frequency is higher 
than the fundamental generating frequencies, implying the waves may propagate, which is 
confirmed by the illustration of the fast mode in figure 2.1.  
No results can be read from analysing the Poynting flux due to problems with the probe 
measurements.  
 
5.2. The probes 
 
The size of capacitive pickup totally dominates in the potentials measured by the probes. 
However, similar probes have been used before in other types of experiments with success. A 
possible explanation is that the exceptionally high levels of power used in the VASIMR 
experiment effects the results. However, nothing can be known for certain without further 
investigation.  
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APPENDIX. MATLAB CODE 

A. Matlab code 
 
For this thesis a certain amount of matlab code was written, in order to perform the data 
analysis. The most important part of this code is the getData-function and all the sub-
functions it includes. getData gets the measured potentials, corrected for any deformations the 
measurement equipment may have caused.  
 
function [V1, V2, t] = getData(date, shotNumber) 
%******************************************************** 
%  Created: March 2nd, 2006. 
%   Last Edited: May 2nd, 2006 (by Robert Södergård). 
%  Author: Robert Södergård 
%******************************************************** 
%  This is the function written for the correction of the  
%  probe data with respect to the deformation of  data  
%  due to the measurement equipment.  
%******************************************************** 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  The different traceNums correspond to different files 
%  containing correctional data.  
%******************************************************** 
traceNumEphiPhase = 10; 
traceNumEphiAmp = 11; 
traceNumErPhase = 12; 
traceNumErAmp = 13; 
traceNumBphiPhase = 16; 
traceNumBphiAmp = 17; 
traceNumBrPhase = 18; 
traceNumBrAmp = 19; 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  In the particular series of measurements this code was 
%  written for, it is true that for any shot number greater than 
%  94, we are measuring r-components of B and phi-components 
%  of E, while for all shot numbers under, the opposite applies.  
%******************************************************** 
if shotNumber >94 
    traceNumBAmp = traceNumBrAmp; 
    traceNumEAmp = traceNumEphiAmp; 
    traceNumBPhase = traceNumBrPhase; 
    traceNumEPhase = traceNumEphiPhase; 
else 
    traceNumBAmp = traceNumBphiAmp; 
    traceNumEAmp = traceNumErAmp; 
    traceNumBPhase = traceNumBphiPhase; 
    traceNumEPhase = traceNumErPhase; 
end 
 
%******************************************************** 
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APPENDIX. MATLAB CODE 

% Gets hf-data stored in dat-files.  
%******************************************************** 
D = importXlsData(date,shotNumber); 
t = D(:,1); 
t = t -t(1); 
V1 = D(:,2); 
V2 = D(:,3); 
dt = t(2)-t(1); 
N = length(V1); 
 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  Because this program works by saving over the current 
%  variables during the correction process, it can be 
%  useful to save the old values of the variables, for 
%  debugging purposes, or just to compare the original data 
%  with the corrected data.  
%******************************************************** 
V1Save = V1; 
V2Save = V2; 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  In order to compensate for phase and amplitude 
%  deformation given a certain frequency we must first  
%  get the signal as seen in the frequency domain, using 
%  a FFT.  
%******************************************************** 
V1FFT = fft(V1,N); 
V1FFT = fftshift(V1FFT); 
 
V2FFT = fft(V2,N); 
V2FFT = fftshift(V2FFT); 
 
amp1 = abs(V1FFT); 
phase1 = unwrap(angle(V1FFT)); 
 
amp2 = abs(V2FFT); 
phase2 = unwrap(angle(V2FFT)); 
 
dfreq = 1e-6/(dt*N); 
freq = dfreq*(-round(N/2):round(N/2)-1); 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  And once again, it can be useful to save the values 
%  of the variables before they are saved over.  
%******************************************************** 
V1FFTSave = V1FFT; 
amp1Save = amp1; 
phase1Save = phase1; 
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V2FFTSave = V2FFT; 
amp2Save = amp2; 
phase2Save = phase2; 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  freqLimits finds the lower and upper frequency in the 
%  data used to compensate for distortion due to the 
%  effects of the measuring circuits.  
%******************************************************** 
 [freqL1 freqL2] = freqLimits; 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  We find the points in our data that are closest to the 
%  lower and upper frequencies we got above.  
%******************************************************** 
lowerK = floor(freqL1/dfreq)+1252; 
upperK = floor(freqL2/dfreq)+1251; 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  Corrections for phase and amplitude are found, using 
%  the fastCorrect function.  
%******************************************************** 
corrPhase1 = fastCorrect(freq(lowerK), freq(upperK), dfreq, traceNumEPhase); 
corrAmp1 = fastCorrect(freq(lowerK), freq(upperK), dfreq, traceNumEAmp); 
 
corrPhase2 = fastCorrect(freq(lowerK), freq(upperK), dfreq, traceNumBPhase); 
corrAmp2 = fastCorrect(freq(lowerK), freq(upperK), dfreq, traceNumBAmp); 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  Because the data used to compensate does not cover all 
%  frequency components in the measured data, we need to 
%  pad with zeros.  
%******************************************************** 
zeros0 = zeros(1,lowerK-1252); 
zeros1 = zeros(1,2500-upperK); 
 
ones0 = ones(1,lowerK-1252); 
ones1 = ones(1,2500-upperK); 
 
k1 = getLeastSquares(12); 
k2 = getLeastSquares(16); 
 
fLower = freq(1:lowerK-1); 
onesLower = ones(size(fLower)); 
fHigher = freq(upperK+1:length(freq)); 
 
valTrace13 = 20*log10(1/15); 
index = floor(10/dfreq); 
corrAmp2(1:index) = zeros(size(corrAmp2(1:index))); 
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corrPhase1Total = [fLower*k1(1)+k1(2) corrPhase1 fHigher*k1(1)+k1(2)]; 
corrAmp1Total = [valTrace13*onesLower corrAmp1 zeros1]; 
 
corrPhase2Total = [fLower*k2(1)+k2(2) corrPhase2 fHigher*k2(1)+k2(2)]; 
corrAmp2Total = [0 zeros1 fliplr(corrAmp2) zeros0 0 zeros0 corrAmp2 zeros1]; 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  The old phases and amplitudes are saved over with the 
%  corrected ones.  
%******************************************************** 
phase1 = phase1 +(pi/180)*corrPhase1Total'; 
amp1 = amp1./(10.^(corrAmp1Total'/20)); 
 
phase2 = phase2 +(pi/180)*corrPhase2Total'; 
amp2 = amp2./(10.^(corrAmp2Total'/20)); 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  Using the corrected phases and amplitudes we can now 
%  construct the corrected version of the data in the  
%  frequency domain, upon which we perform the inverse 
%  fourier transformation in order to yield the correct 
%  version of the data in the time domain.  
%******************************************************** 
V1FFT = amp1.*exp(j*phase1); 
V1FFT = ifftshift(V1FFT); 
V1 = real(ifft(V1FFT, N)); 
 
V2FFT = amp2.*exp(j*phase2); 
V2FFT = ifftshift(V2FFT); 
V2 = real(ifft(V2FFT, N)); 
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function correction = fastCorrect(fStart, fEnd, df, traceN) 
%******************************************************** 
%  Created: March 1st, 2006. 
%    Last Edited: March 22d, 2006 (by Robert Södergård). 
%  uthor: Robert Södergård 
%******************************************************** 
%  FASTCORRECT finds the correction needed for  
%    measured probedata if signal distortion due to the  
%  measuring circuits is to be taken into account.  
%    In order to find the given correction for any given  
%  frequency (MHz) Hermite-interpolation is used.  
% 
%  FSTART is the first frequency component we want to 
%    find the correction for.  
%    FEND is the last frequency component we want to  
%    find the correction for.  
%    DF is is the step used from FSTART to FEND in order 
%    to find all of the frequency components to correct for.  
%    TRACENUM is the number of the trace-file that 
%    needs to be used to access the correction-data.  
%    In the case of the radial Poynting scan, the 
%    file numbers are 12 (phase in Er) 13 (amplitude  
%    in Er) 16 (phase in Bphi) & 17 (amplitude in Bphi) 
%******************************************************** 
 
fFind = fStart; 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  Circuit data is imported for the given trace number.  
%******************************************************** 
cData = importCircuitData(traceN); 
 
cData1 = cData(:,1); 
cData2 = cData(:,2); 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  We find the correctional value using Hermite-interpolation.  
%  (This assumes that the slope in a datapoint corresponds  
%  roughly to the slope found when one draws a line between  
%  the two points closest (to the left and right of the  
%  datapoint) to the datapoint in question) 
%******************************************************** 
fData = cData1; 
y = cData2; 
 
dfData = diff(fData); 
dy = diff(y); 
L = length(y); 
 
insert = (y(3:L)-y(1:L-2))./(fData(3:L)-fData(1:L-2)); 
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k = [(y(2)-y(1))/(fData(2)-fData(1)); insert; (y(L-1)-y(L))/(fData(L-1)-fData(L))]; 
 
g = dfData.*k(1:L-1) -dy; 
c = 2*dy-dfData.*(k(1:L-1)+k(2:L)); 
 
dfDataMax = max(dfData); 
 
correction = []; 
n = 1; 
while fFind < fEnd 
   while fFind > fData(n+1) 
       n = n+1; 
   end 
   t = (fFind -fData(n))/dfData(n); 
   corrAppend = y(n) +t*dy(n) +t*(1-t)*g(n)+t*t*(1-t)*c(n); 
   correction = [correction corrAppend];  
   fFind = fFind +df; 
end 
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function [f1, f2] = freqLimits 
%******************************************************** 
%  Created: March 1st, 2006. 
%    Last Edited: March 22d, 2006 (by Robert Södergård). 
%  Author: Robert Södergård 
%******************************************************** 
%  FREQLIMITS finds the the upper and lower frequencies 
%    in the circuit data, used to correct the distortion 
%    measured data due to circuit effects.  
%******************************************************** 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  The trace number used here is traceN = 1, but can be 
%  chosen arbitrarily, since the frequency limits are the same 
%  for all trace numbers.  
%******************************************************** 
traceN = 1; 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  Circuit data is accessed. The finding of the frequency  
%  limits is trivial.  
%******************************************************** 
cData = importCircuitData(traceN); 
 
f1 = cData(1,1); 
L = length(cData(:,1)); 
f2 = cData(L,1); 
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function [k] = getLeastSquares(traceNum) 
%******************************************************** 
%  Created: March 1st, 2006. 
%    Last Edited: March 11th, 2006 (by Robert Södergård). 
%  Author: Robert Södergård 
%******************************************************** 
 
cData = importCircuitData(traceNum); 
 
cData1 = cData(:,1); 
cData2 = cData(:,2); 
 
x = cData1; 
y = cData2; 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  360 degree jumps are removed.  
%******************************************************** 
if traceNum == 12 
   y(727:length(y)) = y(727:length(y))-360; 
end 
if traceNum == 16 
   y(595:length(y)) = y(595:length(y))-360; 
end 
 
%******************************************************** 
%  Solving the system yields us the least squares coefficients. 
%******************************************************** 
M = [x ones(size(x))]; 
k = M\y; 
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function data = importXlsData(date, shotNum) 
%******************************************************** 
% Created: June 19th, 2005. 
% Last Edited: June 19th, 2005 
% Author: Robert Södergård 
%******************************************************** 
 
%******************************************************** 
% ROOTPATH is the path leading to the folder with the 
% data to be accessed.   
% FILEPATH adds the filename to the rootpath, and thus 
% gives us the full address to any specific file.   
% DATA is the variable containing the data read using  
% xlsread.   
%******************************************************** 
rootPath = strcat('D:\ \KTH Hf\',date); 
filePath = strcat(rootPath,'\Shot',num2str(shotNum),'.dat'); 
data = xlsread(filePath); 
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function data = importCircuitData(num) 
%******************************************************** 
% Created: March 1st, 2005. 
% Last Edited: March 3rd, 2005 
% Author: Robert Södergård 
%******************************************************** 
format long; 
 
%******************************************************** 
% FILEPATH leads to the relevant trace-file.  
% DATA is the information read out of that file, using  
% dlmread.   
%******************************************************** 
filePath = strcat('D:\KTH Hf\trace\TRACE',num2str(num),'.PRN.txt'); 
 
data = dlmread(filePath);   
 
% \t indicates a tab 
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